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Information Technology for Management: Emerging Research and Applications: 15th Conference, AITM 2018, and 13th Conference, ISM 2018, Held as Part of ... Notes in Business Information Processing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes extended selected papers from the 16th Conference on Advanced Information Technologies for Management, AITM 2018, and the 13th Conference on Information Systems Management, ISM 2018, held as part of the Federated Conference on Computer Science and Information Systems, FedCSIS, which took place in Poznan, Poland,...
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The I Love My Air Fryer Keto Diet Recipe Book: From Veggie Frittata to Classic Mini MeatloafSimon & Schuster, 2019

	175 fast, easy, and delicious meals combining the hottest diet trend—the low-carb, high-fat keto diet—with the latest must-have kitchen appliance—the air fryer. 

	

	While an appliance that promises a lower-fat cooking method like the air fryer may seem counterintuitive to the high-fat keto diet,...
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Dealing with Child Abuse and Neglect as Public Health Problems: Prevention and the Role of Juvenile AgeismSpringer, 2019

	
		This thought-provoking volume defines child abuse and neglect as a public health crisis, both in terms of injuries and mental health problems and as a link to poverty and other negative social outcomes. The author identifies key factors contributing to this situation?in particular juvenile ageism, the pervasive othering of children...
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Mass Dimension One Fermions (Cambridge Monographs on Mathematical Physics)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	In 2005, Dharam Ahluwalia and Daniel Grumiller reported an unexpected theoretical discovery of mass dimension one fermions. These are an entirely new class of spin one half particles, and because of their mass dimensionality mismatch with the standard model fermions they are a first-principle dark matter candidate. Written by one of the...
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Machining Dynamics: Frequency Response to Improved ProductivitySpringer, 2018

	
		This book trains engineers and students in the practical application of machining dynamics, with a particular focus on milling. The book walks readers through the steps required to improve machining productivity through chatter avoidance and reduced surface location error, and covers in detail topics such as modal analysis (including...
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Perspectives on Retranslation: Ideology, Paratexts, Methods (Routledge Advances in Translation and Interpreting Studies)Routledge, 2018

	
		Perspectives on Retranslation: Ideology, Paratexts, Methods explores retranslation from a variety of aspects and reflects methodological and theoretical developments in the field. Featuring eleven chapters, each offering a unique approach, the book presents a well-rounded analysis of contemporary issues in retranslation. It brings...
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The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches (Routledge Music Companions)Routledge, 2018

	
		The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches widens the scope of analytical approaches for popular music by incorporating methods developed for analyzing contemporary art music. This study endeavors to create a new analytical paradigm for examining popular music from the perspective of developments...
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Institutions as Conscious Food Consumers: Leveraging Purchasing Power to Drive Systems ChangeAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Institutions like schools, hospitals, and universities are not well known for having quality, healthy food. In fact, institutional food often embodies many of the worst traits of our industrialized food system, with long supply chains that are rife with environmental and social problems and growing market concentration in many stages...
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Introduction to Symplectic GeometrySpringer, 2019

	This introductory book offers a unique and unified overview of symplectic geometry, highlighting the differential properties of symplectic manifolds. It consists of six chapters:  Some Algebra Basics, Symplectic Manifolds, Cotangent Bundles, Symplectic G-spaces, Poisson Manifolds, and A Graded Case, concluding with a discussion of the...
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The Ministry of Truth: The Biography of George Orwell's 1984Doubleday, 2019

	"Rich and compelling. . .Lynskey’s account of the reach of 1984 is revelatory.”

	--George Packer, The Atlantic 

	

	An authoritative, wide-ranging, and incredibly timely history of 1984--its literary sources, its composition by Orwell, its deep and lasting effect on...
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ENT, Head & Neck Emergencies: A Logan Turner CompanionCRC Press, 2018

	Epistaxis is defined as bleeding from the nose and

	is one of the commonest emergencies dealt with by

	the otolaryngologist. The overall incidence of epi-

	staxis in the general population is difficult to deter-

	mine because most cases are unreported, minor,

	self-limiting episodes or those controlled with sim-

	ple first-aid...
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Nanotechnology: Applications in Energy, Drug and FoodSpringer, 2019

	
		
			Applications of nanotechnology are the remarkable sizes dependent on physiochemical properties of nanomaterials that have led to the developed protocols for synthesizing nanomaterials over a range of size, shapes and chemical compositions. Nanomaterials are normally powders composed of nanoparticles which exhibit properties...
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